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As winter approaches our households consume more energy: heating, 
lights - the essentials that make an Ontario winter cozy as the snow swirls 
outside. This all comes at a climate change cost. In this issue of 
Silverscreen we’re all about reimagination – rethinking how our Canadian 
cities are built, new ways to vacation, if a totally digital neighbourhood can 
succeed, and news from Hamilton – a city that is reimagining itself in order 
to grow and become current. All this, and some suggestions for books that 
will make great gifts this holiday season!

Future Cities Canada



After eight years as a reclaimed complex which houses a lively farmers’ market, artisan shops, 
camps and clubs for children, and has become a global showcase for green design as well as an 
award-winning public space, the Evergreen Brick Works – whose history is alternately as a prison 
of war camp and as Toronto’s main brick producer – has undergone a renovation of the 5,000 
square feet plus former firing kiln building on the eastern edge of the complex.

The kiln building now houses the TD Future Cities Centre – home to Future Cities Canada - 
which aims to bring government, industry, academia, and the community together in a conversation 
addressing the challenges - especially inequality and climate change - facing the future of city 
building in Canada. Ironically, it is located in a building that literally built Toronto. 

Launched in May, Future Cities Canada is an initiative from Evergreen, the nationwide 
organization with humble beginnings as tree planters in 1991. Its purpose is to reimagine and build 
Canadian cities that are inclusive, sustainable and low carbon. 

The TD Future Cities Centre will showcase and celebrate urban innovations from Canada and 
around the world. The venue will host conferences, exhibitions, and professional training courses 
with a focus on capital innovation, data management and mobility. 

Toronto gets Wired
It’s been over a year since Sidewalk Labs, an affiliate of Google, signed a partnership agreement with the 
government agency, Waterfront Toronto, to plan and build a utopian, completely wired, high tech 
neighbourhood called Quayside – on Toronto’s east end waterfront. Sidewalk Labs are proposing to erect 
mid-rise apartments, offices, shops and a school on a 12 acre site — a first step toward what it hopes will 
eventually be a 800 acre development. The community will have driverless shuttles, heated sidewalks, 
pavement that illuminates to warn pedestrians of approaching streetcars, flexible heated enclosures, 
described as “raincoats” for buildings, which will be deployed based on weather data during Toronto’s 
bitter winters, robotic waste-sorting systems that will detect when a garbage bin is full and remove it 
before raccoons descend.

What’s not to like?



Plenty, say a legion of detractors. Along with fears that the digital technology will run amok, concerns are 
surfacing about privacy issues, as well as questions about who will own the data generated by the 
sensors, who will maintain the fleet of driverless shuttles, who will pay for installing and maintaining the 
technological infrastructure, and who will retain the rights to intellectual property created as part of the 
project.

There are also questions about Sidewalk’s ability to generate revenue. Google has given the subsidiary 
free reign to experiment on the assumption that a revenue model will become clear if it can improve the 
quality of life in the area. Sidewalk has conducted extensive research and is confident it can make 
everything in the vision document a reality, including those ideas involving technology that doesn’t 
currently exist. If they can come up with a viable business model, they insist that the revenue potential is 
huge.

The percentage of the human population living in cities is projected to significantly grow over the coming 
decades – the United Nations estimate that the world’s cities will expand by an additional 2.5 billion people 
by 2050 - making the hunt for solutions to gridlock, unaffordable housing and aging infrastructure even 
more pressing than it is now. The payoff is why companies such as IBM, Microsoft and Cisco have been 
vying for leadership in the smart cities market for years.

Fans of the project suggest that even though the City has trouble getting traffic lights to synch, does away 
with bicycle lanes in a city that is clogged with cars, and where outmoded streetcars grind to a halt waiting 
for a single car to turn left in front of it, the citizens see it another way. Torontonians, with their diversity, 
openness and industriousness, believe the thing that makes their city an ideal testing ground for new 
models of city planning is the mess their politicians often make with the current ones. In our opinion it’s 
important to make the smart city a reality because of the enormous asset that Toronto will have gaining a 
reputation as a city on the forefront of technology.

To inform your opinion of whether the proposed plan is right or dubious for Toronto, read more at this link.

News from Steel Town
As you may know, at Malcolm Silver & Co. Ltd. we are big fans of the former ‘Steel Town’ – Hamilton - 
believing that the city is affordable, livable, and on the edge of major regentrification. In June, the City of 
Hamilton formally endorsed Waterfront Shores Corporation as the preferred proponent to move forward 
in negotiations for the Pier 8 waterfront development. The decision continues the momentum of the 
redevelopment of the West Harbour waterfront, which has been neglected for years.

The 5.24 hectare development site has the potential to support new residential, commercial and 



institutional space over nine development blocks. The City will be improving the site with roads and 
municipal services as well as the Pier 8 Promenade Park, the design for which was selected through a 
design competition held in 2017. Construction of these elements began in the summer.

In Waterfront Shores Corporation’s proposed development, 40% of the total site area will be publicly 
accessible open space with the addition of approximately 1.6 kilometres of additional walkable landscape 
connecting to the City-owned network of parks and rights-of-way at the waterfront. The development 
willinclude 1,292 condominiums and townhomes in 20 separate buildings, of which about 65 units will be 
affordable housing, a requirement the city insisted upon.

Back downtown, however, regentrification continues. We recently added a new property to our Hamilton 
portfolio. Malcolm Silver & Co. Ltd. already owns two adjacent properties on King Street East which are 
in the process of being transformed into a boutique hotel and restaurant. Now our property portfolio 
includes 103 King Street East – the old Capitol Theatre building. Plans include the renovation of a unique 
semicircular window on the second floor, and new glass plate windows on the first to showcase a 
gorgeous curved staircase - original to the building. The two story building has over 6,400 square feet of 
space.

We were supported in our belief that Hamilton is the new hotspot, when the lease on the property was 
immediately snapped up by a successful immersive entertainment company.

Book Reviews

Ottolenghi Simple: A Cookbook  by Yotam Ottolenghi. 
Ten Speed Press. 320 Pages.
After years of thrilling us with combinations of unusual spices and 
unlocking the secrets of Middle-Eastern cooking, powerhouse author and 
chef, Yotam Ottolenghi, is back with Ottolenghi Simple– a collection of 130 
streamlined recipes packed with his signature Middle Eastern–inspired 
flavors, all simple in at least one way: Made in 30 minutes or less, with 10 
or fewer ingredients, in a single pot, using pantry staples, or prepared 
ahead of time for brilliantly, deliciously simple meals. Brunch gets a make-
over with Braised Eggs with Leeks and Za’atar; Cauliflower, Pomegranate, 
and Pistachio Salad refreshes the side-dish rotation; Lamb and Feta 
Meatballs bring ease to the weeknight table; and every sweet tooth is sure 
to be satisfied by the spectacular Fig and Thyme Clafoutis. With more than 
130 photographs, this is elemental Ottolenghi for everyone.

Red Notice: A True Story of High Finance, Murder, and One Man's 
Fight for Justice by Bill Browder. 
Simon & Schuster. 416 Pages.
Red Notice reads like a thriller, but is a non-fiction account of corruption in 
Putin's Russia. Bill Browder is an American businessman whose 
grandfather was general secretary of the American Communist Party. 
However, he went to Russia and became a capitalist - making a fortune for 
his investors by taking advantage of the corruption he saw in the Russian 
markets. Before the Russians shut him down, he managed to get his 
fund's assets and his employees out of Russia. In retaliation, the Russians 
came after Browder’s lawyers. Two successfully escaped Russia, but one, 
Sergei Magnitsky, refused to be bullied. He was arrested, tortured and 
died in prison. Browder then set out to get justice for Magnitsky. He 
managed to impact the Russian oligarchs who keep Putin in power by 



getting the U.S. Congress to pass the Magnitsky Act, which freezes the 
foreign assets of Russians who were involved in the death of Magnitsky. 
The bad guy in the story is Putin, but a dishonorable mention goes to 
Hillary Clinton and John Kerry who fought to derail the Magnitsky Act to 
avoid upsetting their Russian reset. The book is written with remarkable 
clarity and deftly explains difficult subject matter. It is extremely timely as it 
provides the backdrop for the meeting that Donald Trump, Jr. held with a 
Russian lawyer who wanted to discuss lifting the Magnitsky sanctions.

Israeli Soul: Easy, Essential, Delicious by Michael Solomonov and 
Steven Cook..
Rux Martin/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. 384 Pages.
For their first major book since the trailblazing Zahav, Michael Solomonov 
and Steven Cook go straight to the food of the people—the great dishes 
that are the soul of Israeli cuisine. Usually served from tiny eateries, hole-
in-the-wall restaurants, or market stalls, these specialties have passed 
down through families for generations. Solomonov and Cook scoured 
bustling cities like Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, and Haifa, as well as sleepy towns 
on mountaintops. They visited bakeries, juice carts, beaches, even 
weddings. 
  Their finds include meals-in-the-hand like falafel and pita; juicy, grilled 
and roasted spice-rubbed meats; stuffed vegetables; a wealth of chopped 
vegetable salads; a five-minute creamy hummus with more than two 
dozen toppings; pastries, ice creams, and shakes. Solomonov has 
perfected and adapted every recipe for the home kitchen.
  Additionally, each chapter weaves history with contemporary portrayals of 
the food. Striking photographs capture all its flavor and vitality, while step-
by-step how-tos and closeups of finished dishes make everything simple 
and accessible.
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